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The workshop is organized as part of the research project „Democracy and Its
Futures“ (DemoFutures). DemoFutures is a Franco-German cooperation (funded by the ANR and
the DFG) aiming at analyzing the tensions between current forms of governance and new forms of
social mobilization. One of its main goals is to explore the democratic potentials of social
movements in an era of governance, by analyzing their innovative practices with regard to
organization, decision-making, epistemic production and collective action. It also aims at
understanding the difficulties they need to confront in their innovations.
The workshop brings together sociologists and philosophers from different academic and
national contexts. All participants work on democracy and social movements, broadly understood.
The aim is to share ideas and to discuss on-going research. The workshop focuses on the analysis
of the democratic practices of mobilized groups: practices of critique, new participatory formats,
consensus decision-making, and knowledge production and sharing. We aim at exploring both
their prospects and their limitations as democratic innovations, combining philosophical,
methodological and empirical analysis.

Organizers
Dr. des Just Serrano Zamorra, j.serrano.zamora@rug.nl
Prof. dr. Lisa Herzog, l.m.herzog@rug.nl
Attendance is free, but places are limited. Please email the organizers before January 15 th, 2020, to
sign up for a place.
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Programme
9.30-10.00

Coffee and get-together

10.00-11.00

Francis Chateauraynaud (Paris):
Pragmatism and Criticity: Pathways towards a sociology of collective action in a era
of bifurcations and non-linear processes

11.00-11.15

Coffee break

11.15-12.15

Yves Sintomer (Paris):
The yellow jackets movement in France (2018-2019) and the theory of democracy

12.15-13.30

Lunch

13.30-14.30

Andrea Felicetti (Leuven):
Making Deliberation / Fighting Deliberation

14.30-15.30

Marc Pauly (Groningen):
Consensus decision making in theory and practice

15.30-15.45

Coffee break

15.45-16.45

Lisa Herzog and Justo Serrano Zamora (Groningen):
"A Realist Epistemic Utopia? Epistemic collaboration in a climate camp"

16.45-17.45

Mischa Piraud (Paris):
t.b.c.

17.45-18.30

Concluding discussion

19h

Dinner
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